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About
Clini-Lab.
Founded in 1993, in Târgu Mureș, with the joint participation of Diagnosticum, Clini-Lab has 
expanded from a regional company to a key medical supplier in Romania. The company's 
activity consists in the import, distribution and service of medical equipment, supplies and 
reagents.
 
Throughout their growth they have focused on using technology to better manage their 
business and operating costs to achieve their mission of delivering devices to private and public 
hospitals. In over 25 years of experience in providing medical devices and solutions, Clini-Lab 
proved itself as the leading national provider of medical technologies.



Requirements.

With the increasing variety of merchandise and number of customers, new resources were 
required to respond to clients’ needs. Starting with a handful of employees in 1993, Clini-Lab 
has today 50 employees in Târgu-Mureș, 10 employees at the Bucharest office and other 
territorial representatives in Timișoara and Iași.
 
Extending the client portfolio also meant sustained efforts for Clini-Lab team, who had to 
meet client requests in real time. The company not only offers laboratory equipment, but it also 
includes training and maintenance. Thus, with customer requests increasing, their work 
hampered.

Before, maintenance requests were solved through tedious manual work. The requests were 
collected on paper forms, by phone or via email, centralized in spreadsheets and afterwards an 
inquiry was performed to verify the status of the contract. The service engineer, proceeded to 
carry out the field work, after receiving a brief on the assignment by phone.

The large amount of phone calls, discussions with field engineers and with clients 
was tough to manage. Until the end of the day, this meant great mental fatigue. 
I considered that this was not efficient for me or my colleagues and I had to 
do something. Zsolt Porkoláb, Technical Director
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Each customer request brought five challenges for Clini-Lab.

Taking in 70-80 
requests daily on 
paper, email or 

phone

Manually checking 
each service 

contract

Prioritizing requests 
according to the 
type of technical 

problem and 
availability 

of field 
engineers

Difficult coordination 
between the team of 
engineers and clients 

due to bad phone 
communication

Scheduling the 
maintenance 
intervention, 

doing the manual 
drafting and 

invoicing
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Each request was handled by the Technical Director personally and assigned according to the 
technical issue and to available on field engineers. The Technical Director invested up to two 
hours daily in order to process the requests, assess the problems and identify the optimal 
solutions. These hours now are used to achieve more strategic goals.

Therefore, centralizing and assigning  requests was a demanding job,  while the efficiency 
dropped significantly and human errors multiplied due to heavy workload.

Clini-Lab has made it a top priority investing in a system that takes over the Technical 
Director’s tasks, which is also aware of the devices status and of the number of available 
engineers. Beck et al. consultants worked closely with Clini-Lab before launching the 
digitization and automation of workflows.

The workload assigned to a full-time employee is now 80% handled by the platform developed 
by Beck et al. The platform allows assigning tasks to other team members, while increasing 
ownership of their work. Communication migrated online, to the platform for the management 
team and to the mobile app for the field engineers.

Beck et al. implemented JobRouter, a software platform dedicated to process automation and 
data & document management. Beck et al. specialists customized for Clini-Lab the standard 
version of the platform, adding new features suited to the team’s needs. Developers integrated 
the apps that the team was already using, an essential aspect for following the established 
workflow.  

Clini-Lab workflow became more efficient, through the integration of already used 
apps within the JobRouter platform.

Client Mail Service for 
registering customer orders 
and for communication

Contract and customer 
records system for checking 
contractual terms

Google Maps for address 
visualisation

Stock inventory 
of devices and spare 

parts for real time updates

Calendar for scheduling 
interventions and 

customer meetings
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The digital solution developed by Beck et al. includes a mobile app as well, used by field 
technicians. The app keeps them updated about when their services are needed and sends 
them information on client’s  and device’s status.

JobRouter facilitates reports generation, filtered by multiple criteria: service intervention 
assigned, justification for declined assignation, client needs and locations. Reports represent a 
relevant information source for the Executive Board, who has access to an overview situation, 
as well for the Sales Department, who can advance offers according to customers’ needs.

Beck et al. implemented the following workflow automation features.

Integration with the apps that Clini-Lab 
already used

Desktop and mobile access of the 
platform

Task assignation within a few clicks

Report extraction according to multiple 
criteria

Drafting and issuing instant and 
automated invoices
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Beck et al. worked with Clini-Lab to build a custom automated workflow starting from the 
client request to invoice issuing.

The process took  Beck et al. three months for implementing the solution and another 3 months 
for follow-up support, until Clini-Lab have achieved their goals.

Implementation.

The last 25 years, since they are on the market, have brought Clini-Lab a great number of 
customers, but also a consistent database to manage. To accurately import the data into the 
new platform, the team has reorganised and updated the existing database. Following the 
update, the database reveals the traceability of each device and the undergone maintenance 
services.

Another challenge successfully overcome by Clini-Lab was persuading the employees of the 
platform effectiveness. They feared that JobRouter would be used to monitor their actions, 
which led to skepticism at first.

Challenges.

Beck et al. teamed up with Clini-Lab managers and with the employees directly affected by the 
heavy workload. The project team had an agile approach in the creation of the business 
workflow and Clini-Lab tweaked processes based on employee feedback, leading to a 
fully-customized version of JobRouter platform.

We were not wrong about Beck et al. Following their first presentation, we have 
sent our input regarding our collaboration and results expectations, according 
to our needs.

Zsolt Porkoláb, Technical Director

We worked in multiple stages: after engaging with the platform for a full trimester, 
we collected feedback from our colleagues and sent it to Beck et al. to be implemented. 
This way, we managed to cut down the reluctance of our colleagues, who at first didn’t 
understand the scope of this project, but got onboard mainly after seeing that they 
have a say in developing the platform.
Zsolt Porkoláb, Technical Director
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Mistrust was subdued by organizing feedback sessions,  bringing at the same table the 
developers, company’s managers and field technicians. Gaining their trust was achieved in 
training sessions, where employees came to understand how the platform will be of help, 
allowing them to closely monitor the devices status and records.

The company started working with Beck et al. following an extensive negotiation, while 
Clini-Lab representatives were given advice in line with their specific needs. The Marketing 
Director, István Jakab, appreciated the professional approach of Beck et al., who has 
demonstrated, from the very beginning, the practical utility of the platform:

Collaboration of Clini-Lab with Beck et al.

Beck et al. initiated our relationship, at a 
moment when we were not ready for a 
collaboration, as we did not think about 
using such a software. After being 
introduced to the solutions offered by 
JobRouter, we considered that it will 
deliver extra productivity and would 
greatly help the service and sales departments.

Zsolt Porkoláb, Technical Director
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The platform has brought new benefits, which Clini-Lab did not take into account in the 
start-up phase. JobRouter allows to interrogate the database after registration series, thus 
making possible the traceability of morally and physically worn out devices, as well as the 
tracking of the technical interventions carried out in the past.

This information brings new, useful insights for the technical team, who now has access to all 
necessary data to solve service interventions faster. Also, the sales team now knows better 
which devices need to be replaced and which customer relationships to invest in.

JobRouter handles the complete digital process from input (client requests), task processing 
(work assignments) to output (invoicing).

Results and Benefits.

We got benefits we did not think about when developing this app. We can now track 
each device. For the high number of clients that we have got, the app is essential, 
because it allows us to be fair with our customers. Zsolt Porkoláb, Technical Director

Real time task assignment and communication

Manual work was reduced by 80%

Technical team’s efficiency increased by 25%

Time spent on invoice drafting was reduced by 100%

The 5-day reporting period it takes only one second now

In one single year, the platform automatically processed 20,000 task iterations

Contracts are easily identified, with only one single click

Sales team is better acquainted with customer needs due to device tracking

Technical team is aware of all service interventions already carried out

Better planning of technical support led to a better stock management

Sales department can customize quotes according to client’s needs identified 
in JobRouter reports

Workflow digitization had immediate effects.
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The Technical Director of Clini-Lab now enjoys a lighter workload, as he redistributes tasks to 
the team. Until implementing the automation now in place, the whole workflow depended on 
one single person. Now, JobRouter allows the work to be redistributed to other team members 
and informs the territorial representatives in real time.

In this manner, the human-operated process of answering, prioritizing and assigning client 
requests was eliminated. In the past, coordinating the interventions was a strenuous mission 
that took a couple of hours daily for Clini-Lab; now with just a few clicks, these hours are saved.
  
Overall, an employee saves now two and a half months per year from his working time. Before 
implementing JobRouter, Clini-Lab even considered hiring other three persons in order to cope 
with customer demands. At this moment, the person in charge manages to deal with daily 
requests without any manual labour.

The app, which is the mobile version of JobRouter platform, due to its flexibility, has led to an 
exponential increased efficiency of technicians on the field. The platform has significantly 
contributed to the scalability of the business.

I am no longer in charge with registering and assigning the tasks. They are now 
processed by my colleagues and I consult a dashboard at the beginning and the 
end of the day. The assignments are seen by each territorial representative in 
real time. Zsolt Porkoláb, Technical Director

According to the information extracted from platform, in one year approximately 
20,000 task iterations have been processed. Following the decreasing of the 
workload, some activities that took days to be solved now have been reduced 
to a single click. An employee invested up to two and a half months per year 
for simple tasks such as writing emails and now everything is being handled by 
a single click within the platform. Dan Bența, IT Project Manager at Beck et al. Services

Optimized information flow

Reduced customer waiting time

Expanded network of territorial representatives

Reliable customer quotation

Efficiently distributed workload to all team members

Task prioritization is now labour-saving

Saved time is now invested in improving customer 
relationship and in achieving strategic goals

Cost reduction due to error clearance

Benefits.



The collaboration with Beck et al. has proved highly beneficial for Clini-Lab team, seeing the 
impact of digital solutions on streamlining workflow and on achieving strategic goals. New 
changes are expected in the near future in order to improve customer service.

The platform and the app developed by Beck et al. have deeply transformed the workflow for 
Clini-Lab’s team. With just a few clicks, the Technical Director has a daily overview on all 
ongoing projects, field technicians receive all the needed information for service intervention, 
and the sales department can better customize offers for clients. At a glance, it might seem 
that JobRouter reduces human interaction, but it really brings people together in reaching 
common strategic goals.
 
A short-term objective is to further upgrade JobRouter, which is into ongoing updates, 
according to Clini-Lab demands. The team identifies and periodically communicates to 
developers features that they would find useful in their daily work.

Changing the workflow allowed Clini-Lab to develop the territorial network in a structured 
way, transforming the company into a scalable business model. The partnership with Beck et al. 
is considered a success by Clini-Lab management, which is taking in consideration expanding 
the platform in other directions as well.

Long-term goals for Clini-Lab cover the digitization of several new processes, including stock 
management and customer relationship management.
  
The plans to extend the practical applications of digitization are getting close to becoming 
true, as the two partners are now working on assessing the needs. In this respect, Clini-Lab is 
considering the digitization of stock management. In a continuous growth for the past years, 
Clini-Lab’s sales are expected to boost in the near future and thus, the need to better monitor 
the stock will arise.

Future perspectives.
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Digital transformation 
for other processes within 
the company

Further customisation of 
the JobRouter platform

Sustainable sales growth 
through digitization of stock 
management

Future goals.



Beck et al. Services

Address: 17 Cometei Street, 400493
Cluj Napoca, Romania

Tel: +40 (364) 566 988
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Internet: www.bea-services.ro

Beck et al. is the provider of 
consultancy, implementation and 
support for accelerating document and 
process digitization through its expert 
team of IT consultants.
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